Abstract-In the last few years, visual privacy has become a major problem. Because of this, encrypted image processing has received a lot of attention within the scientific and business communities. Data hiding in encrypted images (DHEI) is an effective technique to embed data in the encrypted domain. The owner of an image encrypts it with a secret key and it is still possible to embed additional data without knowing the original content nor the secret key. This secret message can be extracted and the initial image can be recovered in the decoding phase. Recently, DHEI has become an investigative field, but the proposed methods do not allow a large amount of embedding capacity. In this paper, we present a new method based on the MSB (most significant bit) prediction. We suggest to hide one bit per pixel by pre-processing the image to avoid prediction errors and, thereby, to improve the quality of the reconstructed image. We have applied our method to various images and, in every cases, the obtained image is very similar to the original one in terms of PSNR or SSIM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reversible data hiding (RDH) consists of embedding secret data in a signal (e.g. an image). After its extraction, it is fundamental to reconstruct the original image with a minimum of errors or preferably, none at all. Indeed, in some strict areas, like in the military or medical world, distortion is unacceptable: each bit of information is important.
Fridrich et al. were the first to describe a RDH method [2] . They suggested compressing the least significant binary (LSB) planes of an image and to insert the to-be-embedded message in the vacating room. Although easy to implement and with good quality for the reconstructed image, this technique is not robust to steganalysis. Thereafter, a lot of schemes were proposed. Zhang et al. suggested exploiting the set of modification direction for a pixel (EMD) [26] . Tian et al. presented their method of difference expansion (DE) [16] , [17] , using the Haar transform. It consists of calculating the differences between one pixel and its adjacent neighbors values and to select some of them to define the DE, where all the information is dissimulated. Methods based on histogram modification have also been described. Some proposed to build and to exploit the histogram according to the grayscale values [9] , [14] and others by using statistical data [3] , [18] .
In RDH, the challenge lies in finding the best trade-off between the embedding capacity (in bpp) and the reconstructed image quality (in terms of PSNR or SSIM). Recently, for the purpose of answering to this problem, new methods based on prediction error analysis (PE) and their expansion (PEE) have emerged. The main idea is to exploit the correlation between a pixel and its adjacent neighbors [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [15] , [19] .
Otherwise, for data privacy, it is sometimes necessary to make an image unreadable. For this reason, a lot of encryption methods exist. These can be divided into two groups, depending if a block cipher or a stream cipher is used. Sometimes, in the second group, a new kind of algorithms, based on chaos, has been designed [1] , [5] , [20] . Moreover, in image processing, encryption can be full or selective.
In some cases, it may be interesting to combine image encryption and RDH (RDHEI). For example, in the medical community, a radiologist, bound by professional secrecy, has to encrypt a patient's X-rays. It must be possible to insert some information about the patient in these images without knowing their original content. Methods were also proposed to overcome this problem. Some suggested vacating room to embed data after the encryption phase (VRAE), others reserving room before image encryption (RRBE). In addition, encryption and data hiding can be joint, when data extraction and image reconstruction occur at the same time, or separate.
Puech et al. proposed to encrypt an image before embedding the secret message by using AES [12] . After that, they embedded a bit of the hidden message at a randomly selected position in each block. The original image was reconstructed by comparing values of the standard deviation in each block, calculated by assuming that the value of the hidden bit is 0 or 1. Zhang et al. method [24] consisted of image encryption, with a XOR operation, and data insertion by changing a small part. The image was divided into blocks with the same size and partitioned it into two groups. The three LSB of each pixel were modified in one of these groups, according to the to-be-inserted bit. Hong et al. [4] improved this technique by considering the local complexity for each pixel during the encryption step. Zhang [25] proposed a separate method: a part of the encrypted image was compressed and the vacated space served to embed secret data. Data extraction could be done before or after image decryption. Ma et al. were the first to introduce a RRBE technique [8] : a part of the original image was released before encryption, by using a RDH method of histogram shifting and some LSB were substituted in the encrypted image to embed data. Zhang et al. analyzed the prediction errors (PE) of some pixels and made space to hide data by PE-histogram shifting before image encryption [23] . Wu and Sun also proposed a joint and a separate methods [22] . In the first one, they encrypted the original image in the same way as Zhang in [25] . After that, they partitioned the encrypted image to select pixels to embed data, according to a data hiding key. Then, they used a histogram shifting method. In the separative method, the to-be-inserted bits were hidden by MSB substitution. During the decoding phase, these bits could be extracted with the data hiding key and the original image was reconstructed by using a median filter on the watermarked image.
None of these methods succeeds in combining high payload embedding and high visual quality. Indeed, some of them are considered as reversible though PSNR is not equal to +∞. In [8] , the payload can be high (0.5 bpp), but the reconstructed image is altered when compared with the original one (PSNR ≈ 40 dB). Moreover, other methods, such as Wu and Sun, propose a "high" embedding capacity, but it is only possible to embed approximately 0.1 bit per pixel at most [22] .
In this paper, we introduce a new data hiding method for encrypted images based on MSB prediction with a very high capacity. During a pre-processing step, some pixel values are modified to avoid prediction errors, without significantly altering image quality. Thanks to this, it is possible to hide one bit per pixel by MSB substitution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed method is described in Section 2. Experiment results are provided in Section 3. And finally, the conclusion is drawn and the future work is discussed in Section 4.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we introduce our separate data hiding method in encrypted images. The encoding phase consists of three steps: image pre-processing, encryption and data hiding by MSB substitution, as shown in Fig. 1 . The original image owner pre-processes and encrypts it by using the encryption key K e and another person embeds an additional message by using the data hiding key K w . For the decoding phase, there are three possible schemes. If the recipient has only the encryption key, they can only obtain the pre-processed image but not the embedded message. Conversely, if they only have the watermarking key, they can just extract the message. Obviously, when both the encryption and the watermarking keys are obtained, the recipient can extract the original message and reconstruct the pre-processed image. The overview of this decoding method is presented in Fig. 2 .
A. Pre-processing
Our method proposes to hide the secret message by replacing each MSB value of the image pixels by one bit of the hidden message. Thereby, the original MSB values are lost during the data hiding phase and, to reconstruct the original image, it is important to be able to predict them without any errors. Then, we propose to process the original image I in order to obtain an image I without any error prediction. For the prediction, for each current pixel p(i, j), we propose to use its two adjacent pixels p(i, j − 1) and p(i − 1, j), as illustrated Fig. 3 . First, we calculate the average of the two values. Then, we calculate the difference between this average and p(i, j) but also between this average and the inverse value of p(i, j), which is (p(i, j) + 128) mod 256. If the difference with the inverse value is smaller than with p(i, j), there will be a prediction error in the decoding phase. To avoid this, we must change the pixel value p(i, j) to get p (i, j). The detailed method is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1:
Pre-processing algorithm. Data: Original m × n image I Result: Pre-processed image I for i ← 0 to m do for j ← 0 to n do inv(i, j) ← (p(i, j) + 128)%256; if i = 0 and j = 0 then pred(i, j) ← p(i, j);else if i = 0 then pred(i, j) ← p(i, j − 1); else if j = 0 then pred(i, j) ← p(i − 1, j); else pred(i, j) ← p(i−1,j)+p(i,j−1) 2 ; if | pred(i, j) − p(i, j) | ≥ | pred(i, j) − inv(i, j) | then if p(i, j) < 128 then p (i, j) = pred(i, j) − 63; else p (i, j) = pred(i, j) + 63; else p (i, j) = p(i, j)
B. Image encryption
During this phase, the pre-processed image I is encrypted to obtain the encrypted image I e . Piecewise Linear Chaotic Map (PWLCM) is one of the simplest chaotic systems [1] , [20] . Only simple operations are needed for each iteration:
where p ∈ [0, 0.5] and x i ∈ [0, 1]. Use elements of the secret key K e = (p, x 0 ) as parameters of this chaotic generator. As shown in Fig. 4 , a sequence of pseudo-random bits b(i, j) k is obtained and used to encrypt the original image, pixel by pixel:
where 0 ≤ k < 8 and refers to the number of the bit in a pixel (from MSB to LSB) and ⊕ represents the XOR operation. 
C. Data embedding
In the data embedding phase, we can embed data in the encrypted image even if we do not have the encryption key and, so, we cannot access the original image content. By using the data hiding key, the to-be-inserted message is encrypted. In this way, it is not possible to detect its presence after the embedding in the marked encrypted image. After that, we scan pixels of the encrypted image from left to right, then from top to bottom (S-order) and substitute the MSB of each pixel by one bit b l , with 0 ≤ l < m × n, of the secret message, except for the first pixel:
D. Data extraction and image recovery
In this phase, three cases are considered: (1) the recipient has only the data hiding key, (2) the recipient has only the encryption key and (3) the recipient has both the encryption and the watermarking keys.
In the first case, the recipient scans the pixels in the Sorder from the marked encrypted image I ew , and extracts the MSB of each pixel, except for the first pixel. After that, they just need to use the data hiding key to obtain the clear text. However, they cannot retrieve the pre-processed image I .
In the second case, the recipient can reconstruct I by adopting the following approach: 1) Use the encryption key to generate the pseudo-random chaotic sequence. 2) Scan the pixels of the marked-encrypted image I ew in the S-order and for each pixel, retrieve the seven least significant bits (LSB) of p (i, j) by XORing the marked encrypted pixel value p ew (i, j) with the associated binary sequence in the pseudo-random chaotic stream. Only the MSB value could be wrong.
3) Predict the MSB value:
• If the considered pixel is not located on the first line or column, average p (i, j − 1) and p (i − 1, j) values. On the other hand, just consider p (i, j − 1), if it is on the first line, or the first column. Record this value as a predictor pred(i, j).
MSB=0 and p (i, j) MSB=1 as the pixel value with MSB = 0 and MSB = 1, respectively. Note that there is a difference equal to 128 between these two values.
• Calculate the absolute difference between pred(i, j) and each of these two values; finally, the smaller value gives the original pixel value:
In the third case, if the receiver has the data hiding and encryption keys, he can extract the secret message and reconstruct the pre-processed image in the same way as explained previously.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For data hiding methods in encrypted images, we have to measure different performances: embedding rate, number of incorrect extracted bits and recovered image quality after data extraction. It is necessary to find a trade-off between all of these parameters.
To evaluate image quality, we used two indicators: peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) [21] . We show the results of the proposed method applied on the test image Lena (512 × 512 pixels), Fig. 5 .a and on another image with a lower number of errors (512 × 512 pixels), Fig. 6 .a. For these two images, we used the secret key (p, x o ) = (0.123456789, 0.567894123). Fig. 5.b and Fig. 6 .b show the location of the problematic pixels, i.e. pixels of the original image whose MSB would be badly predicted if their value is not changed. Note that these pixels are often on the contours. Histograms in Fig. 5.c and Fig. 6 .c display the required pixels modifications to avoid these prediction errors. After this pre-processing step, the adapted images are obtained (Fig. 5.d and Fig. 6.d) . In Fig. 5 .e and Fig. 6 .e, one can notice that the initial information is not visible anymore after the encryption and watermarking steps. Finally, after data extraction, reconstructed images are exactly the same as pre-processed images and very similar to original images, even when some pixel values were changed during the preprocessing step (Fig. 5.f and Fig. 6.f) . In both cases, PSNR is high and SSIM is close to 1: PSNR = 48.67 dB, SSIM = 0.9998 and PSNR = 61.11 dB, SSIM = 0.9999 for Lena and the second image respectively.
We applied our method on 500 different 512 × 512 gray level images 1 . In all cases, the embedding rate is 1 bpp and all bits of the hidden message are correctly extracted. In 9.2% of cases, when there is no prediction error (i.e. all the original pixel values are below or up to 128), our method is totally reversible. In this case, the original image is recovered without any errors, as indicated by PSNR of +∞ and SSIM of 1. In other cases, especially for low contrast images, the reconstructed image quality is high, as presented in Table 1 . Table 1 : Images quality measurements on a database of 500 images.
In order to generate Fig. 7 , we randomly selected 100 images among the 500 tested and applied three methods: LSB substitution, naive MSB method (without pre-processing) and our proposed method. All of these methods have the same payload (1 bpp). However, ours allows to reconstruct images globally with a better visual quality. Indeed, by using the LSB substitution, PSNR is close to 51 dB in all cases. Note that it was easy to speculate this using with a simple probability calculation. With a naive MSB method, results are generally worse because there is a phenomenon of error propagation during the pixel values prediction, excepting when there is no prediction error (9.2% of the cases). Ignoring these 9.2% of cases where PSNR is equal to +∞, PSNR is often below 20 dB. Sometimes, it is a little better -when there are only a few errors -but there are artifacts in the reconstructed image for all the pixels with the bad MSB value (difference of 128 with the correct value). Finally, with our method, PSNR is high, as illustrated in Table 1 with an average of 54.84 dB for 500 images: we avoided all the prediction errors thanks to the pre-processing step. We also made some comparisons between our proposed method and two existing ones: Zhang's method [25] and Wu and Sun's method [22] , according to which is explained in the paper [22] . We used very well known images such Lena, Baboon, Airplane and Lake. Note in Table 2 that our method has a very high payload (1 bpp), contrary to that obtained by Zhang and Wu and Sun (0.1563 bpp). Regarding the reconstructed image quality, none of these three methods is totally reversible in every cases. Only the Lena image is exactly the same as the original one by using Wu and Sun's method. The results of our method are better than those of Zhang. They are not quite as good as those of Wu and Sun, but very similar. In order to compare the recovered image quality exclusively, we chose to embed regularly one pixel every six in such a way as to have approximately the same embedding capacity (0.1667 bpp) as Zhang and Wu and Sun's methods. Our results are better than those of Zhang and Wu and Sun: PSNR is higher, except when the original image is perfectly reconstructed. Finally, note that the results of our method and Wu and Sun's one are similar in terms of image quality when we watermark regularly one pixel every two (payload = 0.5 bpp).
In conclusion, our method allows a very good trade-off between the embedding rate and the recovered image quality after data extraction. Table 2 : Performance comparisons between Zhang's method [25] , Wu and Sun's method [22] and our proposed method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a new data hiding method in encrypted images based on prediction with a very high capacity (1 bpp). Indeed, by replacing all the MSB in the image, it is possible to hide one bit per pixel. In addition to this excellent embedding capacity, the reconstructed image quality is high (SSIM close to 1, PSNR ≈ 55 dB).
Future work on this method is to improve the image recovery. Indeed, during the pre-processing step, we modify only the current pixel to avoid all prediction errors. In most cases, it is a small modification, but sometimes -when the inverse pixel value is very close to the predictor valueit is necessarily greater. To obtain the best possible image quality, it is better to slightly change some pixels rather than making a big modification of one value, according to the mean squared error calculation. So, it may be interesting to use a new predictor, similar to the MED predictor. Finally, our ultimate aim would be to find a fully reversible method with the same high payload.
